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We all have unique experiences of e-

Prescribing from our point of view.



What Could Be Simpler?



The Actual Problem

We have multiple computer systems trying 

to exchange information



Because Systems Cannot Effectively 

Talk to Each Other…

We rely on 3rd party software 

to translate and share information



A Closer Look at the Data Pipeline



Different types of errors occur 

at different points



 Refill Request Crashes

 How many tasks does the average internist get 

per day? 

 How many of these are medication refill 

requests? 

 What percentage of these requests crash and 

require someone to manually resolve?



You got the Rx to go forward to the pharmacy…

But can it return cleanly for a refill request?

Mismatch = System Error



Refill Request Crashes

- Mismatched Quantity

- Mismatched Days Supplied











Refill Request Crashes 

- NDC Code

Does your EHR rely on unique NDC codes during 

the selection of the medication? 

Which generic aspirin you want? CVS brand? Wal-

Mart brand? Walgreen’s brand? The pharmacist is 

glad to adjust that Rx once it arrives. 

And everything is fine… until it’s time for a refill





Refill Request Crashes 

- Units 

8 Ounces or 120 mL?

1 bottle of Miralax?

1 grain of aspirin?

1 large bottle of Lubriderm?

1 MDI Inhaler vs. 18 grams? 





“Lately I’ve taken to googling 

images of some OTC meds just 

to get the units right before I 

actually prescribe them.”

- Doc in survival mode



Data Governance

- Is everyone using the same set of rules?

National Council for Prescription Drug Programs



Data Governance

- Is everyone using the same definitions?



Data Governance

- Is everyone using the same set of rules?

Change 

Health

Pharmacy 

Computer

1 Inhaler, please What’s an “Inhaler”?







Wait a second… 

Did my patient really request this refill?



Is the auto-refill 

software Add-On or 

Integrated? 

How often does it 

update its 

information?



Did my patient really request that refill?

Created by System

The best of intentions… with a marketing plan



 A two-edged sword

 Good idea for diabetes and blood pressure meds…

 But muscle relaxers?

 Cold medicines?

 Ibuprofen 800mg?

 Permethrin?

 Antibiotics?

 Albuterol inhalers?

 PRN Medications for the elderly?

Who decides which drugs are eligible for auto-refills?



 Time lag to update

 Wait, I filled this already. Why are they still 

sending more refill requests?

 I was too busy to remember if I had already done 

the refill, so I did it again when they asked…

So what happens when the community 

pharmacist receives 3+ valid refills for the same 

medication within 48 hours?



Now, how did they end up on two different doses 

of gabapentin?

No, really. I stopped the PPI after they got out 

of the hospital.



 “Patient Requests 90 Day Supply” and your 

software allows the change with a click

 Sounds great at first…



 But I’ve already discontinued that medication…

And told them via a nice HL7 compatible “No” message



 But I’ve already discontinued that medication

 And told the pharmacy to discontinue it…

 Three times…

 But the auto-refill requests kept coming in…

 Until one of my colleagues refilled it while 

covering for me 



Claritin Forever!



Flonase Forever!



Nicotine patches forever! 



A new glucometer every year! 



Ibuprofen 800mg… forever?

But the patient said their back injury resolved



50mg of Diphenhydramine for an elder? Even 

though I’ve discontinued it twice already?



While the pharmacy software sends out a BEERS 

criteria alert in the name of patient safety?



Albuterol forever?

But they were only a little wheezy during bronchitis



While sending out an alert because there isn’t an 

asthma controller agent to offset all the albuterol 

that their own software triggered?



Signing up for Auto-Refill 

Did you really agree? Can you turn it off?



Did someone say “patient safety issue?”



Nicotine patches forever without a taper?

Who’s running the care plan?



Doing the right thing for patient safety

should never require more clicks



What types of e-Rx errors are you seeing?

Can you describe a time where patient safety 

was jeopardized by an e-Rx system error?

 Can you share some best practices that: 

 Improve patient safety?

 Reduce task clutter / clinician burn-out?

 Reduce inappropriate prescribing patterns?


